Cylon Exhibits Product Line to Thousands at 2019 AHR Expo

Cylon Controls, a leader in smart buildings and energy efficiency technology exhibited at the largest HVACR show in North America, through its subsidiary Cylon Auto-Matrix.

EXPORT, Pa. (PRWEB) January 31, 2019 -- The Cylon Auto-Matrix team met with customers, prospects, consultants, and end-users at the 2019 AHR Expo in Atlanta, Georgia, to showcase the company’s comprehensive portfolio of energy-saving building automation and HVAC solutions. The AHR Expo attracted HVACR professionals from around the globe and provided a forum for top manufacturers to showcase the latest products and services. This year, the Expo drew a record number of attendees with more than 65,000 visitors, and 1,809 exhibitors.

Each day, thousands of interested visitors came to the newly branded booth to learn about Cylon Auto-Matrix products and watch demonstrations. Feedback from the industry was that Cylon’s stand was one of the best and busiest on the show floor. Guests were absolutely thrilled about the new product lines and routinely commented that it was what the industry has been waiting for. The industry also commented on Cylon’s social media efforts and gave praise for the strong messaging and story promoted on those platforms.

Key highlights at the booth included product demonstrations and information about Cylon Auto-Matrix’s dual-platform offering. Both ASPECT® and INTEGRA™ were showcased along with the CB Line, featuring the new CBXi BACnet®/IP controller Series.

Cylon’s recently released CB Line of controllers, CBXi Series, CBX Series, CBV Series, and CBT Controllers are designed to work as part of the Cylon Auto-Matrix dual-platform, multi-protocol offering, and can be used as field level BACnet® IP and BACnet® MS/TP controllers for ASPECT® and INTEGRA™ building management solutions. The new CBXi-8R8 and CBXi-8R8-H are the first of Cylon Auto-Matrix’s new IP based main plant BACnet® B-BC (pending) controllers. The CBXi Series features an IP platform capable of BACnet® IP, BACnet® MS/TP to IP Routing, Modbus TCP, and Modbus RTU along with integral I/O with Cylon’s patented UniPut™ technology.

Sean Giblin, CEO of Cylon Controls commented, “I was delighted with the positive reaction to our new CB LINE at the show, and the many people who stopped by to comment that we were moving in the right direction with our truly unique modular BMS approach from MSTP to IP to IoT. It was great to share our company vision with our loyal Cylon Auto-Matrix System Integrators and also with potential new companies who were excited to see our new products at the booth.”

About Cylon
Cylon is a leader in the development of smart energy management systems for buildings. For over 30 years, our global offering has delivered scalable designs and fleXible building solutions™ to commercial buildings, education sites, healthcare facilities, and municipalities. Our building automation hardware and software create intelligent buildings that inspire occupant productivity and deliver optimal energy and operational efficiency.
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